introduction {#s1}
============

For hormone receptor-positive early-stage breast cancer (EBC), the risk of recurrence and the potential benefit of chemotherapy have to be balanced with the potential risks of adverse events and the possibility of overtreatment with no additional benefit from chemotherapy. It is also accepted that the presence of ipsilateral positive lymph nodes does not automatically mandate the administration of chemotherapy \[[@MDS512C1]\]. The Onco*type* DX® assay has been shown to provide prognostic and predictive information beyond traditional parameters in node-negative (N0) and node-positive (N+) hormone receptor-positive disease \[[@MDS512C2]--[@MDS512C6]\].

The use of the Recurrence Score® (RS) to guide clinical treatment decisions has been incorporated within clinical guidelines such as ASCO \[[@MDS512C7]\], NCCN \[[@MDS512C8]\], ESMO \[[@MDS512C9]\] and the St Gallen Consensus Guidelines \[[@MDS512C1], [@MDS512C10]\].

Meanwhile, several prospective clinical utility studies demonstrated that the knowledge of RS affects management of patients \[[@MDS512C11]--[@MDS512C15]\]. A recent meta-analysis \[[@MDS512C16]\] showed that the results are very consistent for N0 ER-positive disease in countries with different therapeutic traditions with a consistent change in treatment recommendations in ∼35% of cases. Importantly, the studies reveal that every second patient originally recommended adjuvant chemoendocrine treatment is recommended endocrine treatment alone after knowledge of the RS. The use of the assay has been found to be cost-effective or even cost-saving in different national health care systems \[[@MDS512C17]--[@MDS512C21]\].

The data regarding the impact of using the assay in N+ disease are still evolving \[[@MDS512C14], [@MDS512C15], [@MDS512C22], [@MDS512C23]\].

We sought to prospectively evaluate the impact of Onco*type* DX on adjuvant decision-making in German clinical practice for patients with ER-positive EBC with both N0 and N+ disease.

patients and methods {#s2}
====================

This multi-center study was carried out in 15 German centers. The Onco*type* DX RS assay was provided free of charge by Genomic Health, Inc. The study was approved by a central and all local ethics committees. All patients provided their signed informed consent.

study objectives {#s2a}
----------------

The primary study objective was to evaluate the impact of the RS on physicians\' adjuvant therapy decision-making in a cohort of consecutive patients with ER+, HER2-negative breast cancer. Secondary study objectives were to assess the impact of the RS on patients\' decisional conflict, on physicians\' confidence in their treatment recommendations, to evaluate the rate of therapy actually administered in relation to recommended therapies and to assess the pharmaco-economic impact of RS-guided adjuvant decision-making for German clinical practice.

patients {#s2b}
--------

Enrolment was offered consecutively to eligible women presenting with operable EBC, ER positive, HER2 negative by IHC or FISH, tumor size of ≥1 cm (T1, 2, 3 excluding those with dermal involvement) or \<1 cm if at least one histological unfavorable characteristic (high histological grade, angiolymphatic invasion and p-53 positive), node negative or histologically verified lymph node metastases in up to three lymph nodes. Further inclusion criteria were age ≥18 years, good performance status (ECOG 0--1, Karnofsky Index ≥70) and no contraindication for receiving systemic chemoendocrine therapy. Also, the treating physician and the enrolled patient had to confirm that she/he was principally willing to consider her/his initial recommendation and decision.

treatment recommendations {#s2c}
-------------------------

The protocol did not provide guidance regarding preferred treatment options for specific RS groups nor a specific algorithm how to derive treatment recommendations. Each patient\'s case was discussed twice within the respective institution\'s multidisciplinary tumor board. In the first meeting, adjuvant treatment was recommended based on available clinical and histopathological data according to the center\'s common treatment algorithms. In a second meeting, the case was rediscussed and treatment recommended with the RS result as an additional piece of information.

questionnaires {#s2d}
--------------

Physicians completed a pre-test questionnaire recording the initial treatment recommendation and their confidence in this recommendation before knowing the patient\'s RS and a post-test follow-up questionnaire after knowledge of RS results stating their final treatment recommendation and their confidence in it*.* Confidence could be rated on a semi-quantitative scale as minimum, low, intermediate, high or absolute. In the end-of-study questionnaire the treatment actually administered was recorded. Treatment always needed to be detailed in terms of agents, dosing, number of cycles and treatment duration.

Patients completed a questionnaire assessing decisional conflict (decisional conflict scale DCS) \[[@MDS512C24], [@MDS512C25]\] after their treating physician had discussed his/her initial treatment recommendation and a second time after their treating physician had discussed their final recommendation when the RS was known.

statistical analyses {#s2e}
--------------------

The total sample size was planned to be at least 360 patients. The goal was to enable sufficiently precise estimates of the change rate of treatment recommendations (from an initial recommendation for chemoendocrine to endocrine treatment and vice versa) in patients with N+ ER+ EBC which was assumed to be one-third of the patients. At the time the study was designed, no data were available for change rates in N+ disease. Based on change rates in the range 21% and 44% published for N0 patients, we assumed the rate to be ∼25%, requiring a sample size of at least 100 patients to estimate it with a 95% confidence interval of width \<18%.

Statistical analysis was exploratory. Evaluation of end points was carried out for all assessable patients and by predefined subgroups (N0, N+, low, intermediate and high RS risk group) and included comparisons before and after the Onco*type* DX assay. Change rates are reported with 95% confidence intervals calculated using the Clopper--Pearson method. A logistic regression on the change rate with RS as an explanatory variable was carried out to evaluate the influence of the RS on treatment recommendations separately for patients initially recommended hormonal therapy or chemotherapy.

Data on physicians\' confidence pre- and post-test were tabulated and compared the McNemar\'s test on dichotomized values (absolute and high confidence into high, low and minimum into low confidence, intermediate did not occur). A paired-sample *t*-test was used to determine the significance of the change from pre- to post-test in the means for the total DCS. Linear regression on the change of the total DCS with the RS as an explanatory variable was carried out to determine the impact of the RS on the decisional conflict of patients regarding treatment recommendation for patients initially recommended hormonal therapy or chemotherapy.

pharmacoeconomic analysis {#s2f}
-------------------------

A Markov model was developed to make long-term projections of distant recurrence, survival, quality-adjusted life expectancy and direct costs. Scenarios using conventional diagnostic procedures or the 21-gene assay to inform treatment recommendations for adjuvant chemotherapy were modeled based on the pre- and post-test data of our study. Transition probabilities and risk adjustment were based on published landmark trials. Costs (2011 Euros (€)) were estimated from a sick fund perspective based on the resource use in patients receiving chemotherapy. Future costs and clinical benefits were discounted at 3% annually \[[@MDS512C26]\].

results {#s3}
=======

Between June 2010 and April 2011 a total of 379 patients were enrolled. Two patients dropped out and Onco*type* DX could not be carried out in another 11 individuals, leaving 366 assessable patients.

patient and tumor characteristics {#s3a}
---------------------------------

Complete patient and tumor characteristics are listed in Table [1](#MDS512TB1){ref-type="table"}. The distribution of patients by RS risk group was similar for all assessable patients and in the N0 and N+ subsets. Table 1.Patient characteristicsCharacteristicAllN0N+ (1--3 positive nodes)*N* = 366 (100%)*N* = 244 (67%)*N* = 122 (33%)Mean age Years565657Tumor size, *n* (%) ≤2 cm201 (55)137 (56)64 (53) \>2 cm165 (45)107 (44)58 (48)Tumor grade, *n* (%) Well52 (14)33 (14)19 (16) Moderate281 (75)188 (77)93 (76) Poor33 (9)23 (9)10 (8)Progesterone receptor, *n* (%) Positive326 (89)216 (89)110 (90) Negative40 (11)28 (12)12 (10)Recurrence Score, *n* (%) Mean181818 Low198 (54)131 (54)67 (55) Intermediate139 (38)95 (39)44 (36) High29 (8)18 (7)11 (9)

treatment recommendations before and after knowledge of RS {#s3b}
----------------------------------------------------------

Changes in treatment recommendations from pre- to post-knowledge of Onco*type* DX results are summarized in Table [2](#MDS512TB2){ref-type="table"}. Initial treatment recommendation was revised in 33% of all assessable patients, 30% in N0 and 39% in N+ subgroups after knowledge of the RS. The shift was predominantly from adjuvant combined chemoendocrine (CHT) to endocrine therapy alone (HT). Before the test adjuvant CHT would have been recommended to 209 of the 366 women (57%) whereas after Onco*type* DX testing recommendation excluded adjuvant chemotherapy in 54% of patients (Figure [1](#MDS512F1){ref-type="fig"}). In 38% of all assessable patients, 39% of N0 and 37% of N+ patients with an initial recommendation for CHT the post-RS recommendation was revised to HT. In 25% of all assessable patients, 22% of N0 and 39% of N+ patients who had been initially recommended HT the post-RS recommendation changed to CHT. Table 2.Changes in physicians\' treatment recommendations pre- to post-Onco*type* DXPatients*N*Overall change rateCHT to HT, *n* (%)HT to CHT, *n* (%)Other, *n* (%)All assessable366121 (33%; 95% CI 28.3--38.1)79 (22)39 (11)3 (1) Low RS19872 (36%; 95% CI 29.7--43.5)68 (34)2 (1)2^a,b^(1) Intermediate RS13943 (31%; 95% CI 23.4--39.3)11 (8)31 (22)1^c^ (1) High RS296 (21%; 95% CI 8.0--39.7)0 (0)6 (21)0 (0)Node negative24474 (30%; 95% CI 24.6--36.5)45 (18)28 (12)1^c^ (0) Low RS13139 (30%; 95% CI 22.1--38.4)38 (29)1 (1)0 (0) Intermediate RS9531 (33%; 95% CI 23.4--43.0)7 (7)23 (24)1^c^ (1) High RS184 (22%; 95% CI 6.4--47.6)0 (0)4 (22)0 (0)Node positive12247 (39%; 95% CI 29.9--47.8)34 (28)11 (9)2^a,^b^^ (2) Low RS6733 (49%; 95% CI 36.8--61.8)30 (45)1 (2)2^a,^b^^ (3) Intermediate RS4412 (27%; 95% CI 15.0--42.8)4 (9.1)8 (18)0 (0) High RS112 (18%; 95% CI 2.3--51.8)0 (0)2 (18)0 (0)[^1][^2][^3][^4] Figure 1.Changes in treatment recommendations: black squares, chemoendocrine therapy (CHT); dark gray squares, chemotherapy; very light gray squares, endocrine therapy only (HT); light gray squares, observation.

Recommendations changed in 13 of 57 (23%) N0 patients with Ki-67 \<15% and a grading G1 or G2 (4 HT to CHT, 9 CHT to HT). Of the 244 N0 patients there were 23 with a grading G3 and 45 with G1 or G2 but Ki-67 ≥15%. In 14 of these 68 patients (21%) recommendations changed (7 CHT to HT, 7 HT to CHT).

Influence of the RS on the change rate was highly substantial if patients with initial recommendation for chemotherapy or hormonal therapy were considered separately (*P* \< 0.001 for both).

physicians' level of confidence in their adjuvant treatment recommendation {#s3c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

After knowledge of the test results, physicians classified their confidence in their treatment recommendation as absolute or high in 82% of cases when compared with a baseline of 55%. Overall, physicians\' confidence increased in 45% and in 45% of N0 and 46% of N+ cases (*P* \< 0.001) (Figure [2](#MDS512F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Changes in physicians\' confidence in treatment recommendations. The change in physicians\' confidence from pre- to post-test assessment. Physicians had the choice between absolute, high, intermediate, low and minimal to classify the confidence in their treatment recommendations. RS, Recurrence Score, *P*-values of McNemar\'s test.

patients' decisional conflict {#s3d}
-----------------------------

Completed questionnaires pre- and post-test were available for 325 patients. The mean value for the DCS was 1.72 pre-test, indicating a low level of decisional conflict at baseline and decreased moderately to 1.61 post-test. The difference from the pre- to post-test DCS was statistically significant for all patients (6%, *P* = 0.028) and for patients with low RS values (11%, *P* = 0.003). Linear regression showed a significant influence if those with an initial HT recommendation (*P* = 0.048) but not if patients with initial CHT recommendation (*P* = 0.275) were analyzed.

actual treatment administered {#s3e}
-----------------------------

In 45 (12%) cases treatment actually administered differed from the post-RS recommendation. Twenty-one (9%) N0 patients did not follow their physician\'s post-test recommendation: 6 patients in the low (2 HT to CHT, 4 CHT to HT) and 15 women in the intermediate RS group (15 CHT to HT). Twenty-four (20%) N+ patients decided against their physician\'s post-test recommendation: 13 individuals with low (3 HT to CHT, 9 CHT to HT, 1 HT to observation) and 11 patients with intermediate RS values (2 HT to CHT, 9 CHT to HT). This included three women (N0 1, N+ 2) with low RS and CHT post-test treatment recommendation after a pre-test recommendation against chemotherapy, who decided to have endocrine therapy as actual adjuvant treatment.

In absolute numbers 69 (N0 34, N+ 35, 73 low RS group, 2 intermediate RS group) patients were spared chemotherapy when treatment actually administered was compared with the initial treatment recommendation. This constituted an overall 19% net reduction in adjuvant chemotherapy usage when the actual number of chemotherapies given was compared with the initial treatment recommendation regardless of the nature of the pre-test recommendation (Table [3](#MDS512TB3){ref-type="table"}). If only those patients with an initial chemotherapy recommendation were considered as the denominator, the relative reduction in chemotherapy use was 33% (N0 29%, N+ 38%, low RS group 73%, intermediate RS group 2%) In patients with high RS values, there was a 27% relative increase of actual chemotherapy use. Table 3.Adjuvant chemotherapy usePatientsPre-Onco*type* DX recommendationTherapy actually administeredReduction in chemotherapy use*n* (%)*n* (%)*n*Net change (%)^a^Relative change (%)^b^All, *N* = 366 No CT157 (43)226 (62)691933 CT209 (57)140 (38)N0, *N* = 244 No CT127 (52)161 (66)341429 CT117 (48)83 (34)N+, *N* = 122 No CT30 (25)65 (53)352938 CT92 (75)57 (47)[^5][^6][^7]

cost-effectiveness analysis {#s3f}
---------------------------

The 21-gene assay was projected to increase the mean life expectancy by 0.06 years and the quality-adjusted life expectancy by 0.06 quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) compared with current clinical practice over a 30-year time horizon. Costs from a health care payer perspective were lower with the assay by ∼€561 versus standard of care. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis indicated that there was an 87% probability that the use of the 21-gene assay would be dominant (cost- and life-saving) to standard of care.

discussion {#s4}
==========

This is the largest prospective study on the impact of the Onco*type* DX assay on adjuvant decision-making as of today and, in particular, the first that reported prospective data in women with node-positive EBC \[[@MDS512C23]\].

Overall, treatment recommendations changed in 30% of node-negative cases after RS results were known. This is quiet consistent with findings from the prospective studies by Lo et al. \[[@MDS512C11]\] (32%) and Albanell et al. \[[@MDS512C12]\] (32%).

The predominant change in our study was from a recommendation of CHT to HT alone in 18% of N0 cases, which compares well with the findings from all reported prospective decision impact studies. The lower overall shift in treatment recommendations of 23% reported for N0 patients from the Australian study recently \[[@MDS512C15]\] can be explained by the much lower proportion of patients of 30% with an initial recommendation for CHT, whereas 47% of all N0 patients in our study were recommended CHT before Onco*type* DX based on traditional criteria.

The change rate of 39% from pre- to post-test recommendation in patients with N+ disease in our study was higher than the rate of 30% in the N0 subset. But the difference was not statistically significant (*P* = 0.116, chi-square). The predominant change was from CHT to HT in 28% of all N+ cases and 37% of the 92 N+ patients with an initial recommendation for CHT. This is remarkable if one implies that the decision to omit chemotherapy in patients with 1--3 positive lymph nodes is considered more deeply and eventually hesitantly. Even if data indicate that patients with 1--3 positive nodes have a moderately elevated risk of recurrence, especially if they have low RS values \[[@MDS512C1], [@MDS512C5]\], some will regard chemotherapy as mandatory regardless of the number of positive nodes \[[@MDS512C8]\].

Four other studies reported about the clinical use of Onco*type* DX in N+ disease. A UK study including patients with nodal micrometastases did not report results of this particular subgroup \[[@MDS512C13]\]. A web-based physicians\' survey \[[@MDS512C22]\] reported a higher change rate of 51% in a probably highly selected population of 138 N+ ER-positive patients---92.6% had 1--3 positive nodes---with a change from CHT to HT in 33%. A prospective Japanese study reported on 90 patients including a subset of 17 patients with 1--3 positive nodes \[[@MDS512C14]\]. Recommendations changed in 12 (71%) women, all from CHT to HT. In the 50 patients with 1--3 positive lymph nodes from the Australian study \[[@MDS512C15]\], the overall change rate was 26%: 12 patients to HT and 1 to CHT.

In our study physicians seemed to be hesitant omitting chemotherapy in patients with intermediate RS: HT was recommended in 13% of patients initially recommended CHT but 60% of patients with initial recommendation for HT were advised CHT post-test. Also, 32% of patients with initial CHT recommendation were not advised to omit chemotherapy despite a low RS result and initial HT recommendation was revised to CHT post-test in three women with low RS values.

This may be explained by a large adjuvant study that had been ongoing in Germany defining an RS of 11 as the threshold for omitting chemotherapy in hormone receptor-positive EBC. It may also reflect that the use of Onco*type* DX is not as widespread in German clinical practice as it is, e.g. in the United States \[[@MDS512C27]\]. This goes along with a lower reported increased confidence of physicians\' after the test when compared with respective numbers from the United States (76%) \[[@MDS512C11]\] and the Spanish study (60%) \[[@MDS512C12]\]. A score combining pathological and clinical factors with the RS has been shown to improve the prognostic value compared with the RS alone and to substantially reduce the proportion of patients with intermediate risk which may help treatment decisions. However, RS alone is a better predictor of the benefit of chemotherapy \[[@MDS512C28]\].

Importantly, 45 patients---all with low or intermediate RS values---did not follow their physician\'s post-test recommendation, the majority (82%) of them deciding against chemotherapy regardless of the nodal status. This may have been the result of patients pondering their actual numeric relative risk of recurrence with HT alone and the potential benefit to be gained by CHT. Interestingly, Lo et al. \[[@MDS512C11]\] could demonstrate that patients perceived their actual risk of recurrence to be lower after knowing the RS result.

When comparing the initial treatment recommendation and treatment actually given, the use of adjuvant chemotherapy decreased with the limitation that it is assumed that without Onco*type* DX all patients would have accepted their physician\'s initial treatment recommendation. This was even more pronounced for the subgroup of patients with 1--3 positive nodes. A reduction in chemotherapy usage may translate into actual pharmacoeconomic savings from the sick funds\' perspective as indicated by results of our group reported here and in more detail in a separate publication \[[@MDS512C26]\]. While the outcome data of using Onco*type* DX in clinical routine practice are pending, assumptions have to be based on consistent data from multiple prospectively designed studies of archival specimens from randomized clinical trials with a long-term follow-up \[[@MDS512C2], [@MDS512C3], [@MDS512C5], [@MDS512C6]\]. Findings from various health care systems \[[@MDS512C21]\] show that using the Onco*type* DX assay as a decision aid in ER-positive EBC is, at minimum, cost-effective.

Grade and Ki-67 are frequently used as key markers to guide adjuvant treatment decisions and the St Gallen consensus recommends Ki-67 to discriminate luminal A and B tumors, although the relevant cut-off is debated. We carried out a retrospective analysis to assess the potential value of the RS in assumed low-risk patients with G1-2 with Ki-67 \<15% and in assumed high-risk patients with G3 with Ki67 ≥15% for the patients where data were available. There were relevant shifts in treatment recommendations in both directions post-test. These results may be explained by a limited concordance among pathologists regarding grade and a high interobserver variability in Ki-67 assessment \[[@MDS512C29]\]. The adjuvant PlanB study recently reported a 68% concordance between local and central grading \[[@MDS512C30]\]. The correlation between the RS and Ki-67 by central assessment in PlanB was weak (r = 0.34) \[[@MDS512C31]\] and the current data indicate that Ki-67 is not predictive of the benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy in node-negative EBC \[[@MDS512C32]\].

The RS has been demonstrated to provide additional prognostic and predictive information beyond classical and histopathological criteria in N0 and N+ hormone receptor-positive disease \[[@MDS512C2]--[@MDS512C6]\] Recently, a score derived from immunohistochemical staining of ER, PgR, HER2 and Ki-67 (IHC4) was reported to deliver similar prognostic information as the RS if obtained by an optimized and centralized testing method \[[@MDS512C33]\]. Correlation between the IHC score and the RS was modest (r = 0.7). Moreover, this still has to prove the test of applicability in broad routine clinical practice. Lack of reproducibility of IHC assays is an issue of major concern as are the ∼20% of immunohistochemically false HR-negative patients \[[@MDS512C34]\] and the ∼20% of potentially inaccurate HER2 tests \[[@MDS512C35]\]. Also, the IHC4 is only a prognostic score while the RS also has predictive importance quantifying the benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy.

In conclusion, our results confirm that the RS had an impact on physicians\' and patients\' adjuvant decision-making in both node-negative and node-positive ER-positive disease. This resulted in a substantial reduction of adjuvant chemotherapy usage and should thus support efforts to improve the access for patients with ER-positive EBC to the test.
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[^1]: RS, Recurrence Score; CHT, chemoendocrine therapy; HT, endocrine therapy; CT, chemotherapy; 95% confidence intervals calculated using the Clopper--Pearson method.

[^2]: ^a^Observation to CHT.

[^3]: ^b^Observation to HT.

[^4]: ^c^CT to CHT.

[^5]: N0, node negative; N+, node positive; CT, chemotherapy.

[^6]: ^a^Total change in the number of chemotherapies applied regardless of pre-test recommendation.

[^7]: ^b^Relative change in the number of chemotherapies applied in relation to the number of patients with initial chemotherapy recommendation.
